
The Geometry of Sequential Computation I:A Simplicial Geometry of InteractionKalyan S. BasuAugust 5, 19971 General motivations and backgroundThis is the �rst of a two-part study aimed at the giving account of a certain extensional fully-abstractmodel of higher-type functional sequential computation, generated from a geometrical representa-tion of the normalization of linear sequent proofs. Our approach is based on the representation of lin-ear proofs as certain kinds of concurrent processes | and eventually as a kind of higher-dimensionalautomata, modeled as Simplicial sets in an a�ne geometry. This representation draws signi�cantlyupon the ideas of Eric Goubault, Vaughan Pratt and others ([GJ92, Gou93, Pra91, vG91]), usinggeometric simplices for modeling higher-dimensional automata. The novelty in our approach isusing this essentially concurrent structure to anchor a second-level sequential representation|thatof the global history of the (development) of the proof-objects, encoded as a certain kind of ho-mological data correlated with the simplicial structure. In the process-theoretic metaphor, thesecould be viewed as set of sequential traces of these automata, along with a minimal synchronizationstructure.The representation gives us �ner control over the normalization process, since global manipu-lations at the syntactic level are strictly localized to lie within a certain neighborhood of the unitinterval in Euclidean space. Thus global operations available at the syntactic level are controlledso as not to obscure deeper operational phenomena, like sequentiality. This allows us to eventuallyproject the relevant denotationally-equivalent sets of computations into a global topological space,preserving the property of sequentiality in at every step.Thus the main principle behind our approach is the use of (local) geometrical structure ofSimplicial sets in enriching the (global) topological space of denotations. In other words, we showthat global topological continuity based upon local geometric structure is a good way to representsequential computation | thus remaining faithful to the traditional approach epitomized in theworks of Scott ([Sco76]), Plotkin ([KP93]) and Berry ([Ber78]). Additionally, our approach opensup a new way of looking at linear proofs as geometrically structured processes, along with thepossibility of importing notions like equivalence and causal dependence from traditional processtheory into the study of proofs.2 Basic notionsWe shall �x some basic terminology and notation. Let K be a countably in�nite set of (occurrence)tags, and P a (�nite) set of linear propositional atoms. The set of K-labeled occurrences of theatoms, PK , is given by P �K. The set of all LL-formulae constructed over PK shall be denotedas FK . The subset of FK consisting of literals, i.e. occurrences of atoms and their negations is1



denoted as LK . For any number n, we denote by [n] the set f0; : : : ; ng. The cardinality of a set Mwould be denoted by jM j.The �rst concept we need is that of the geometric n-simplex in Euclidean space. The mainconcepts and terminology is taken from the excellent book by Gelfand and Manin on Homologicalalgebra ([GM96]).De�nition 2.0.1 The (a�ne) n-dimensional simplex is a topological space�n = f(x0; : : : ; xn) 2 Rn j nXi=0 xi = 1; xi � 0g:The point ei for which xi = 1 is called the i-th vertex of �n; the set of vertices is ordered ase0 < � � � < en. For any subset M�[n], we de�ne the M -th face of �n to be the set of points(x0; : : : ; xn) 2 �n with xi = 0 for i 62M .It is standard to conceive of a face M�[n], with jM j = m of an n-dimensional simplex �n,as the (unique) monotone increasing map f : [m � 1]! [n], with image M .1 Our next importantnotion is the concept of gluing, which is used to build more complicated spaces from the basicbuilding blocks of n-dimensional simplexes.De�nition 2.0.2 Given a set of sets fX(i)g (i 2 N ), where the members of each X(i) are meantto index i-simplices, and for any family of monotone increasing maps ff : [m]! [n]gF , by gluingdata we mean a corresponding family of maps fX(f) : X(n)!X(m)gF , satisfying the conditionsX(id) = id X(g � f) =X(f) �X(g) (2.1)We would be interested in the generalization of the preceding notions in the form detailed below.De�nition 2.0.3 The Simplicial Category � is the category with objects all �nite non-empty or-dered sets of the form [n]; n � 0, and with morphisms � : [n]! [m] all non-decreasing functions �(such that 0 � i � j � n implies �(i) � �(j)).It is easy to see that � is isomorphic to the category of \standard" (a�ne) n-dimensionalsimplexes and a�ne maps (i.e. one that preserves weighted averages). The next de�nition iscentral to our work.De�nition 2.0.4 A Simplicial Set is a contravariant functor X : �op!Sets. We shall write Xnfor X([n]) and X(�) : Xm!Xn for the action of X on � : [n]! [m]. The elements of Xn wouldbe known as n-dimensional faces, consistent with earlier usage.Spelled out, the condition of functoriality entails thatX(id) =id X(g � f) =X(f) �X(g) (2.2)which is identical to the constraints on the gluing map set out earlier. We have the natural extensionof this idea to the category of simplicial sets | as the category of functors de�ned in De�nition 2.0.4,1Note that according to this de�nition there is an unique n-dimensional simplex: however, in the sequel, we shalluse the term n-simplex in a looser sense to mean any object in general that may be identi�ed as the M -th face ofsome p-dimensional simplex, with jM j = n+1 | or in general, the image of the unique n-dimensional simplex underany a�ne map of the m-dimensional (m > n + 1) Euclidean space onto itself.2



and we would denote this as �� Sets. Being a functor category, morphisms of simplicial sets arethe usual natural transformations; of course, this is a Topos ...The generalization to non-decreasing maps in De�nition 2.0.3 introduces what are known asdegenerate simplices into the scheme of representations. Given a simplicial set X, a degeneratesimplex x 2 Xn is one such that there exists a surjective non-decreasing map f : [n]! [m], withm < n, and an element y 2 Xm, such that X(f) : y 7! x. We shall see in the sequel, that degeneratesimplices are an essential aspect of our scheme of representation, and give us an elegant way torecord information at intermediate stages of the development of a proof.Example 2.0.1 Let us see what the standard a�ne n-simplex �n looks like in this form. Wede�ne the simplicial set �n as follows.�ni = ff : [i]! [n] j f is non-decreasing g�n(f : [i]! [j]) : (g : [j]! [n]) 7! (g � f : [i]! [n])Note that for p > n, �np consists only of degenerate simplices according to this formulation, while�nn consists of exactly one non-degenerate simplex.In analogy to this, we shall de�ne the dimension of a simplicial set X to be the least integer n suchthat for all p > n, Xp consists only of degenerate faces. If no such least integer exists, we wouldsay that the dimension of X is in�nite. Henceforth, we shall use the symbol �n solely to denotethe simplicial set derived from the standard a�ne simplex �n as described above.Given a simplicial set X, and some n-dimensional face x 2 Xn, we shall write x=m for the setfy 2 Xm j 9(� : [m]! [n]) 2 �:X(�) : x 7! yg:In other words, x=m denotes the set of m-dimensional faces of x. The next important concept weneed is that of an n-chain.De�nition 2.0.5 An n-dimensional chain (or simply, an n-chain) of a simplicial set X, is aformal linear combination Xx2Xn axx (2.3)where ax 2 Z, and ax 6= 0 for only a �nite number of simplices x. Thus, an n-chain is essentiallyan element of the free abelian group Cn(X) generated by the set of n-simplices of X. We have thegeneralization of this construction, as n-chains with coe�cients in an Abelian group A|Cn(X;A):these are formal linear combinations as in Equation 2.3, with ax 2 A. Thus, we have Cn(X) =Cn(X;Z).Dually, we have the notion of n-dimensional co-chains with coe�cients in A, Cn(X;A), de�ned asthe group of functions on Xn with values in the Abelian group A. In the sequel we would prefer towork with co-chains mainly, as they yield a somewhat more compact theory.An important notion for us is that of a coe�cient system (for homology or cohomology). Wede�ne the notion of a coe�cient system for cohomology as it is that that we would be more directlyconcerned with. Consider a simplicial set X; and the category [X] with objects SnXn, and suchthat there is exactly one morphism �� : x! y exactly when X(�) : x 7! y for some face map� : [m]! [n].De�nition 2.0.6 A cohomological coe�cient system C on a simplicial set is a (contravariant)functor C : [X]op!Ab-Grps, where Ab-Grps is the category of Abelian groups. As usual, weshall write C(��) for the action of C on a morphism �� 2 [X].3



De�nition 2.0.7 Given such a cohomological coe�cient system C on a simplicial set X, we havethe notion of the group of n-dimensional co-chains (of X) with coe�cients in C, Cn(X; C), de�nedas the set of functions f : Xn! [x2Xn C(x)with f(x) 2 C(x).Note that De�nition 2.0.6 may be generalized to contravariant functors into any Abelian category.We shall say that a morphism f : A!B in Ab-Grps is trivial if the kernel of f is the whole of A.A cohomological coe�cient system C would be said to be discrete if very morphism in the image ofC is trivial.The set of all faces of a simplicial set X would be denoted as jXj � SnXn; the set of itsnon-degenerate faces would be denoted by the symbol jXjN. An important notion for us is that ofa graded co-chain of a simplicial set X, with coe�cients in the Abelian group A: this is simply afunction  : jXj!A. The set of all graded co-chains on X with coe�cients in A would be denotedas C1(X;A). We have the obvious generalization of this notion to that of graded co-chains w.r.t.a cohomological coe�cient system C; we shall denote the set of all such chains by the symbolC1(X; C).We note a few algebraic preliminaries at this point. Elementary notions like free groups, rings,quotients and modular arithmetic, and modules over rings are assumed, as is the idea of presenta-tions by generators and relations. For any set A, we shall denote the free Abelian group generatedby A as Ag. 2 We shall write the group operation multiplicatively, (usually by juxtaposition); theinverse operation on Ag would be denoted by (�)�1, while unit for the group operation would bedenoted by 1. The free Abelian group generated by the empty set ; is the zero group; we shalldenote it as 1.We denote by Z=2, the (commutative) ring of integers modulo 2; this ring has two elements0 and 1, with addition and multiplication being de�ned modulo 2. For a given set A, the freeZ=2-module generated by Ag would be denoted as A. Such an A is, by de�nition, an Abeliangroup. We would denote the module operation additively; the identity element for this would bedenoted by 0. We note that A also has the structure of a Hopf-algebra| with the evident algebraand co-algebra structures, and with the antipode A!A given (on the basis) by x 7! x�1. Theonly part if this structure that we would use in the sequel is the algebra multiplication` : A
A!A : x
 y 7! xywhere, obviously, the monomial xy 2 Ag|the group operation being denoted by juxtaposition asstated earlier.If A is the empty set ;, then the module A is the Z=2-module f0; 1g and we would denote it as1 too (depending on context ...). On the other hand, the null Z=2-module f0g would be denotedby 0. With the additive and multiplicative conventions for denoting module and group operationsrespectively, we may refer to elements of the module A as polynomial, while elements of the groupAg would be known as monomials (for any set A). For any x; y 2 A, we write x 2 y if x is asummand of y.2As usual, this is (isomorphic to) the set of functions s : A!Z non-zero at only a �nite number of arguments,and with the group operation being the point-wise addition of the functions.
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3 The Multiplicative FragmentThe following account of the interpretation of proofs in the Multiplicative fragment of Linear Logicwould be divided into two sections: Statics and Dynamics. In the Statics part we would formulatean interpretation of the proofs and state the full-completeness theorem. In the Dynamics part, wewould give an account of cut-elimination or normalization|which is essentially the Geometry ofInteraction for this fragment.3.1 StaticsConsider a mapping from the set FK of multiplicative linear formulae over some set of occurrenceidenti�ers K, and a set of propositional atoms P. We de�ne a mapping � from FK to the moduleH = PK inductively as follows. Let � denote the compositeH �H ��! H 
H �̀! Hwhere � is the universal Z=2-bilinear function yielded by the de�nition of the tensor product H
H.(Thus, we would have (a+ b) � c = ac+ bc, and a � (b+ c) = ab+ ac). The mapping � is given asfollows. �(a) =a�(a?) =a�1�(A
B) =�(A) � �(B)�(AOB) =�(A) + �(B)where a 2 PK , and A;B 2 FK .Consider the simplicial sets �m and �n. We say that their product, �m 
�n, is the simplicialset �m+n: there are the evident injective maps of simplicial sets {m;m+n : �m!�m+n and {n;m+n :�n!�m+n de�ned as follows. {m;m+n consists of an N -indexed set of maps {im;m+n : �mi !�m+nide�ned by{im;m+n : (f : [i]! [m]) 7! (f 0 : [i]! [m+ n]) s.t. f 0(k) =f(k) for all k � iwhile {n;m+n consists of an N -indexed set of maps {in;m+n : �ni !�m+ni de�ned by{in;m+n : (f : [i]! [n]) 7! (f 0 : [i]! [m+ n]) s.t. f 0(k) =(f(k) +m if f(k) > 0f(k) if f(k) = 0.Given the simplicial set �n, a face f : [i]! [n] is said to a principal face if f : 0! 0. Considera non-degenerate principal face f : [i]! [n] of �n. We de�ne the Diagonal of f , as the (non-degenerate, non-principal) face 4(f) : [i � 1]! [n] : k 7! f(k + 1) for 0 � k < i. Geometrically,this is the largest face of f not containing the vertex 0. Any non-degenerate m-face f : [m]! [n]of �n may be uniquely identi�ed by its image; we shall write Im(f) for this image. Given a setof (non-degenerate) principal 1-faces P of cardinality p, the Span of P , symbolized as Span(P ),is de�ned as the unique non-degenerate principal p-face f , such that Im(f) = SfIm(g) j g 2 Pg.Note that any non-degenerate principal face x is uniquely identi�ed by the set of 1-faces P withSpan(P ) = x. For any (n > 1)-dimensional, the (abused) notation Span(x) would denote the setP of principal, non-degenerate 1-faces such that Span(P ) = x.5



Given non-degenerate principal faces x; y 2 �n, we de�ne their product as Span(Span(x) [Span(y)). Note the two di�erent senses in which Span is being used in this expression.Consider again the simplicial set �n, and a face x 2 �np : a degenerate face y 2 �nq , forq > p, is said to be an image of x|symbolized as x6 y|if there exists a surjective non-decreasingf : [q]! [p] such that �n(f) : x 7! y. If we wish to emphasize the face that y 2 �nq , we wouldwrite x6 qy, to be understood as \y is the image of x at the q-th stage"; the set of all images ofa non-degenerate face x at the q-th stage would be denoted as [x]q. 6 is obviously a transitiverelation: we shall denote the reexive closure of this relation by 5. The set of all images of x, alongwith x itself, would be symbolized as =_(x). It is easy to verify the following properties.Lemma 3.1.1 Given faces x; y 2 �np ; z 2 �nq such that x6 z; y6 z, then we must have that x = y.For any degenerate face y 2 �nq , there exists an unique non-degenerate face x 2 �np , for a certainp < q, such that x6 y. We say that a non-degenerate face x is the root of y|symbolized asx = [(y)|if x is the unique face with x 5 y, as required by the previous condition. Moreover, forfaces x and y, x 5 y ) [(x) = [(y).For any non-degenerate face x 2 �np , we de�ne the equivalence relation x= on any �nq , with q > p,by: y x= z i� [(z) = [(y) = x. If we wish to elide the reference to x, we would use the relationsymbol y := z for 9x: y x= z. Note that the set of all y 2 �nq such that y 2 [x]q for some x, isprecisely the domain of the equivalence relation x= on �nq .In the sequel, all (graded) co-chains would be with respect to some speci�ed cohomologicalcoe�cient system C. Such a system is said to be equivariant if x := y ) C(x) = C(y); a gradedco-chain  on �n, with respect to an equivariant cohomological coe�cient system, would be saidto be equivariant if it has the same value on all faces related by the equivalence :=; hence, for anynon-degenerate face x, we may refer to the unique value of  on any and all the images of x atsome stage p, as ([x]p). Consider a graded co-chain  on a simplicial set �n, and a number q � n: would be said to have the dimension q, if8x 2 X:8p > q: ([x]p) = ([x]q)where x is non-degenerate of course. In other words, the values of  on the various faces do notchange after the q-th \stage"; we shall indicate this by writing (q). Given any graded co-chain on �n, we can obtain a co-chain of dimension q > n by restriction: we denote this by jq, and thishas the same action as  on any x 2 �np�q, while its value on other faces is given by the de�ningcondition above.In the sequel, we would be working only with equivariant co-chains of some �nite dimension.Given an equivariant co-chain (p) on �n, and a non-degenerate face x 2 �nq , we say that  isunde�ned on x if C(x) = 0|and thus (x) = 0 trivially; in this context the history of x w.r.t.  isthe sequence h(C([x]m); ([x]m)) j m � q;  is de�ned on [x]miThe trace of x w.r.t , symbolized as Tr(x), is the subsequence of its history (w.r.t. ) obtainedby including only the unique members of its history (preserving the sequence order of course). Theset of traces of , symbolized as, g(), is de�ned as the set of pairsf(x;Tr(x)) j x 2 �n, x non-degenerategNow given co-chains (p) and �(q) on �n (with possibly di�erent underlying cohomological coe�cientsystems), we de�ne the equivalence  ' � as follows. For a subset P of g(), we write P �1 g()if P consists purely of principal 1-faces. Then we de�ne  � � i� there exists an isomorphism6



f : g()! g(�) such that f : (x; t) 7! (x; s)) t = s (3.1)8P �1 g():8Q�1 g(�): f : P 7! Q) f : Span(P ) 7! Span(Q) (3.2)8P �1 g():8Q�1 g(�): f : P 7! Q) f : 4(P ) 7! 4(Q) (3.3)where by abuse of notation, the operations Span(�) and 4(�) are meant to be operating only onthe corresponding set of �rst components of their arguments. � is reexive and symmetric; weshall denote its transitive closure as '. We shall denote the '-equivalence class of a chain (n) as[(n)]', or simply elide the subscript when the relation is clear from the context.Remark 3.1.1 The introduction of the relation ' allows for the identi�cation of interpretationswhich di�er only in the order of independent operations. It also allows for the possibility of \delays"where the C and  values do not change along a sequence of stages; such delays should not obviouslyyield an interpretation of a di�erent proof. More importantly, it also allows us to assume that par-ticular terminal operations in a proof are always available at the terminal stage of the correspondingco-chain interpretation|since, adding delays in order to propagate these operations to the terminalstage would not take us out of the '-class of the interpretation. This principle is implicit in allthat follows.We shall abbreviate \cohomological cohomological system" by CCS. All such systems in thesequel would be assumed to be discrete. Extending earlier usage, a non-degenerate face x wouldbe said to be de�ned w.r.t. the co-chain  if, at some stage m, we have C([x]m) 6= 0. We wouldwrite x# to signify x is de�ned. Our interpretation would be de�ned by induction on the structuralcomplexity of the proofs. Consider a proof � within this fragment of linear logic; let j�j denotethe set of occurrences of propositional atoms appearing in �. The interpretation of �, would bethe '-class of a graded equivariant co-chain m, on a simplicial set �n, n � m.The interpretation would be developed on the basis of a certain property|Property I say, whichwould itself be inductively established along the process of the interpretation. In the context of aninterpreting object [(m)] as stated above, Property I may be stated as follows.De�nition 3.1.1 (Property I) Let K be the set of occurrence-identi�ed propositional atoms ap-pearing in the the interpreted proof �; then, for all de�ned non-degenerate faces x, we would haveC([x]m) = K; additionally, for every formula A appearing in the conclusion of the �, we wouldhave either of the following possibilities.([x]m) = (�(A) + �(A?) if A is atomic�(A) otherwisefor some non-degenerate principal face x 2 �n.Under the assumption of Property I, we shall write JAK for the set x of non-degenerate, principalfaces such that (m)([x]m) = �(A) (or �(A)+�(A?), respectively, as the case may be)|where (m)is the interpretation of some proof �, and A is a conclusion of �.Procedure 3.1.1 We shall adopt the convention, that the action of  on any face in its domainwhich is not explicitly speci�ed, or is not available on the basis of the equivariant property, isunde�ned. For every CCS C constructed or assumed in the sequel, we would assume that the valueof C on all 0-faces is the zero module 0. 7



Axiom The Axiom Rule a a?where a is a propositional symbol occurrence, is interpreted by the following structure. Con-sider the simplicial set �1 derived from the standard a�ne 1-dimensional simplex. Leti0 : [0]! [1] : 0 7! 0, and i1 : [0]! [1] : 0 7! 1, be the two elements of �10. The CCSwe shall use has the value A where A = fag. The interpretation of this proof is the '-classof following 1-dimensional graded co-chain (1) on �1:(i0) = 0(i1) = 0(i) = a+ a�1for the only non-degenerate i 2 �11. Note the ful�llment of Property I.The Tensor We have to interpret a proof �, the last rule of which is the Tensor rule.` �; A ` B;�` �; A
B;�Let us assume that the interpretation of the proof �A of the sequent ` �; A is the co-chain[(p)A ], with respect to the simplicial set �n (and underlying CCS CA), while that of the proof�B of the sequent ` B;� is the co-chain [(q)B ], with respect to the simplicial set �m (andunderlying CCS CB). By the inductive hypothesis|Property I, on \less complex" constituentproofs �A and �B, we have the sets JAK and JBK. Let CA([y]p) = KA, for any de�ned (non-degenerate) face y 2 �n; similarly, let CB([y]q) = KB, for any de�ned (non-degenerate) facey 2 �m; let K = KA [ KB. Let s = max(p; q) + 1. Consider the co-chain �(s) on �n+m(with underlying CCS C), de�ned as follows (where all faces referred to, are to be understoodas principal and non-degenerate). For faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y# 2 �n: {n;m+n : y 7! xand y 62 JAK we haveC([x]r) = CA([y]r) �([x]r) = A([y]r) if r � pC([x]r) = CA([y]p) �([x]r) = A([y]p) if p < r < s;C([x]r) = K �([x]r) = A([y]p) if r = s; (3.4)for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y# 2 �m: {m;m+n : y 7! x and y 62 JBK we haveC([x]r) = CB([y]r) �([x]r) = B([y]r) if r � qC([x]r) = CB([y]q) �([x]r) = B([y]q) if q < r < s;C([x]r) = K �([x]r) = B([y]q) if r = s; (3.5)for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JAK: {n;m+n : y 7! x we haveC([x]r) = CA([y]r) �([x]r) = A([y]r) if r � pC([x]r) = CA([y]p) �([x]r) = A([y]p) if p < r < sC([x]r) = K �([x]r) = A([y]p)�A if r = s; (3.6)for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JBK: {m;m+n : y 7! x we haveC([x]r) = CB([y]r) �([x]r) = B([y]r) if r � qC([x]r) = CB([y]p) �([x]r) = B([y]p) if q < r < sC([x]r) = K �([x]r) = B([y]q)�B if r = s; (3.7)8



�nally, for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JAK:9z 2 JBK: x = y 
 z we haveC([x]s) = K �([x]s) = �(A
B) (3.8)The interpretation of � is the class [�(s)]. Note that Property I is preserved in this process.The Par We have to interpret a proof �, the last rule of which is the Par rule.` �; A;B` �; AOBLet us assume that the interpretation of the proof �0 of the sequent ` �; A is the co-chain[(p)] (with the underlying CCS C), with respect to the simplicial set �n. By virtue of theinductive hypothesis again, we have the sets JAK and JBK. The co-chain �(p+1) on �n (withunderlying CCS D) is constructed as follows. For all non-degenerate x 2 �n, we haveD([x]r) = C([x]r) �([x]r) = ([x]r) if r � pD([x]p+1) = D([x]p) �([x]p+1) = �([x]p) if x 62 (JAK [ JBK)D([x]p+1) = D([x]p) �([x]p+1) = [(�(A) + �(B)) if x 2 (JAK [ JBK) (3.9)where [(�(A)+�(B)) = 0 if B = A? upon ignoring occurrence identi�ers; otherwise, [(�(A)+�(B)) = �(A) + �(B). The interpretation of � is then the class [�(p+1)]. Note again thatProperty I is preserved in this process.The Cut We have to interpret a proof �, the last rule of which is the Cut rule.` �; A ` A?;�` �;�We interpret this by a process very similar to that used for the \times" rule above. Let usassume that the interpretation of the proof �A of the sequent ` �; A is the co-chain [(p)A ], withrespect to the simplicial set �n (and underlying CCS CA), while that of the proof �B of thesequent ` A?;� is the co-chain [(q)B ], with respect to the simplicial set �m (and underlyingCCS CB). By the inductive hypothesis|Property I, on \less complex" constituent proofs �Aand �B, we have the sets JAK and JA?K. Let CA([y]p) = KA, for any de�ned (non-degenerate)face y 2 �n; similarly, let CB([y]q) = KB, for any de�ned (non-degenerate) face y 2 �m; letK = KA [KB. Let s = max(p; q) + 1. Consider the co-chain �(s) on �n+m (with underlyingCCS C), de�ned as follows (where all faces referred to, are to be understood as principal andnon-degenerate). For faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y# 2 �n: {n;m+n : y 7! x and y 62 JAK wehave C([x]r) = CA([y]r) �([x]r) = A([y]r) if r � pC([x]r) = CA([y]p) �([x]r) = A([y]p) if p < r < s;C([x]r) = K �([x]r) = A([y]p) if r = s; (3.10)for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y# 2 �m: {m;m+n : y 7! x and y 62 JBK we haveC([x]r) = CB([y]r) �([x]r) = B([y]r) if r � qC([x]r) = CB([y]q) �([x]r) = B([y]q) if q < r < s;C([x]r) = K �([x]r) = B([y]q) if r = s; (3.11)9



for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JAK: {n;m+n : y 7! x we haveC([x]r) = CA([y]r) �([x]r) = A([y]r) if r � pC([x]r) = CA([y]p) �([x]r) = A([y]p) if p < r < sC([x]r) = K �([x]r) = A([y]p)�A if r = s; (3.12)for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JBK: {m;m+n : y 7! x we haveC([x]r) = CB([y]r) �([x]r) = B([y]r) if r � qC([x]r) = CB([y]p) �([x]r) = B([y]p) if q < r < sC([x]r) = K �([x]r) = B([y]q)�B if r = s; (3.13)�nally, for faces x 2 �n+m such that 9y 2 JAK:9z 2 JBK: x = y 
 z we haveC([x]s) = K �([x]s) = 0 (3.14)The interpretation of � is the class [�(s)]. Note that Property I is preserved in this process.Notealso the crucial di�erence from the case of the \times" rule, in that the labeling on productfaces is set to 0, in the Z=2-module 1. Thus, we are interpreting cut as a form of parallelcomposition, but hiding (or internalizing) the labels on the composed faces (or ports).Constants The introduction rule for the constant 1, which is the neutral element for 
 is statedas: ` 1Recall the simplicial set �1 used in the interpretation of the Axiom Rule above. We use thesame symbols i0 and i1 for the two elements of �10. Our interpreting co-chain (1) has isde�ned w.r.t. the CCS C, with C(i 2 �11) being the Z=2-module 1:(i0) = 0(i1) = 0(i) =1for the only non-degenerate i 2 �11. The interpretation is the class [(1)].The introduction rule for the constant ?, which is the neutral element for O, is stated as:` �` �;?Let us assume that the proof up to the sequent ` � is interpreted as the co-chain [(p)] on�n (w.r.t the CCS C). Consider the co-chain �(p+1) (w.r.t. the CCS D) on the simplicial set�n+1 = �n 
 �1, given as follows. Let z be the 1-face of �n+1 given by z : [1]! [n + 1] :0 7! 0 ; 1 7! n + 1. Let C([y]p) = K for any non-degenerate de�ned face y 2 �n (it mustbe the same for all de�ned faces, at stage p). For all non-degenerate faces x 2 �n+1, such9y 2 �n: {n;n+1 : y 7! x, we have D([x]r) = C([y]r) and �([x]r) = ([y]r) for r � p+1; for theface z we have D([z]p+1) = K, and �([z]p+1) = 0. Then our interpreting class is [�(p+1)].This completes the account of the interpretation. In the next section we provide an account ofthe normalization operation on proofs in this fragment.10



3.2 DynamicsThe \dynamics" in the Geometry of Interaction paradigm is commonly understood to refer to theprocess of cut-elimination in LL-proof structures. In the multiplicative fragment, Cut-eliminationis relatively uncomplicated, and epitomized in the following basic rule that moves the cut betweena tensor and par to \simpler" cuts between their components and �nally to cuts between axiomlinks which are trivially eliminated.` A;� ` B;�` A
B;�;� ` B?; A?;�` A?OB?;�` �;�;� ) ` A;� ` B;� ` B?; A?;�` A?;�;�` �;�;� (3.15)An pure axiom cut is eliminated in the obvious way.` A;A? ` A;A?` A;A? ) ` A;A?We would need a few geometrical concepts for representing these operations. For the simplicialset �n (n � 1), any principal non-degenerate 1-face, i.e. an increasing map x : [1]! [n], maybe uniquely identi�ed by the vertex x(1). Hence, we may refer to such a 1-face simply by thisvalue|as the face k � x(1). Now given a pair of 1-faces k; l of the simplicial set �n, we de�ne apartial simplicial morphism �n!�n�1 that we would symbolize as [k + l], as follows.Let dl�k denote the map [n]! [n� 1] de�ned by:dl�k(i) = 8><>:i for 0 � i < kl for i = ki� 1 for k < i � n (3.16)The morphism [k + l] as we know, would be in the form of a family of (partial) mapsf[k + l]p : �np !�n�1p j p 2 Ngand thus, for any non-degenerate face f 2 �np : [p]! [n], with m < n, and such that l 62 Im(f), wede�ne the action of [k + l]p on f to be the unique non-degenerate face g : [p]! [n�1] of �n�1p whoseimage is given as Im(dl�k � f). The action of [k + l]p on all other non-degenerate faces in �np isunde�ned. As for degenerate faces, suppose x is a such a face in �np : let the root of x be [(x) 2 �nq(q < p), and such that x = �n(f)([(x)) for some (surjective) non-decreasing map f : [p]! [q].Then if [k + l]q is de�ned on [(x), and has the value x0, then we set [k + l]p(x) = �n(f)(x0); in allother cases (i.e. [k + l]q is unde�ned on [(x)) the action of [k + l]p on such a degenerate face x isunde�ned. It is quite easy to see that [k + l] as de�ned, is one-one.Now in the same context in which the partial simplicial morphism [k + l] : �n!�n�1 wasde�ned, we de�ne a total map from the set of graded co-chains on �n to that of graded co-chainson �n�1. Thus, using the same symbol as before, we have [k + l] : C1(�n; C)!C1(�n�1;D)de�ned as follows: We haveD(x 2 �n�1p ) = (C(y 2 �np ) where [k + l]p(y) = z and x := z0 if no such y exists (3.17)and [k + l]()(x 2 �n�1p ) = ((y 2 �np ) where [k + l]p(y) = z and x := z0 if no such y exists (3.18)for all p � 0. 11



Procedure 3.2.1 For an interpreting co-chain [p] of a proof � w.r.t. some �n and CCS C, andfor a certain formula A occurring in � at some stage, we shall write x 2 JAKm to signify thatfor the principal non-degenerate face x of �n, m � p is the least stage such that ([x]m) = �(A)(respectively, ([x]m) = �(A) + �(A?) in case A is atomic).The Atomic Cut The base case of the inductive procedure is that of atomic cuts; that is, elimi-nation of cuts of the form ` �; A ` A?;�` �;� (3.19)where A is a propositional symbol. Let the interpretation of the proof containing this cut bethe co-chain [(m)] on the simplicial set �n. The cut would be represented by a non-degenerate2-face a spanned by 1-faces a1; a2 2 f1; : : : ; ng (in other words, for some numbers p; q � mwe have a1 2 JAKp, a2 2 JA?Kq, C([a]m) = 1 : : : ). The elimination of this cut yields thesimplicial set �n�1, along with the interpreting co-chain �n which is simply [a1 + a2]((m))(and where the underlying CCS is changed according to Equation 3.17 above).The Multiplicative Cut We consider the situation illustrated in Equation 3.15. Let the proofwith cut be represented by the co-chain [m] (with underlying CCS C) on the simplicial set �n.Referring again to the procedures through which the e�ect of the cut, as also of the particular
 and O operations which are involved in the cut-formulae, are represented, we can claim tohave the following data. The cut is represented by a set of non-degenerate principal facesx = fxij = xi 
 xj j 0 � i � l; 0 � j < kgall drawn representing simplicial set �n, and such that for certain p; q 2 N , xi 2 JA
BKpand xj 2 JA?OB?Kq. Let I denote the set of faces fxi j 0 � i � lg; let J denote the facesfxj j 0 � j � kg. The normalization process consists of the following set of operations: foreach of the xij, we set C([xij ]r�m) = 0 and ([xij ]r�m) = 0. Now consider xi: since this is inthe interpretation of A
 B, it must itself be a product x1i 
 x2i with x1i 2 JAK and x2i 2 JBK.Let C([x1i ]p�1) = D and C([x2i ]p�1) = E; let C([xj ]m�1) = F . Set K = D [ E [ F . Now wemust have that either xj 2 JA?K or xj 2 JB?K. In the former case, we consider the face x ofxij, formed as the product x1i 
 xj, and set C([x]r�m) = K and ([x]r�m) = 0; in the lattercase, we do exactly the same but with x � x2i 
 xj. Note that C([xi]p) must be D [E, for allxi 2 I. For all xi 2 I, we set C([xi]r�p) = 0 and ([xi]r�p) = 0; for all faces y 62 I such thatC([y]p+r) = D [E [ S for some set S and r > 0, we set C([y]p+r) = K [ S. Finally, for allfaces xj 2 J , we set ([xj ]q�r�m) = ([xj ]q�1). The values of C and  remain constant forall stages r � m. The e�ect of this elimination is interpreted by the class [m].4 The Multiplicative-Exponential fragmentThe exponential operations in this fragment is handled through the algebraic device of quotientingoperations on groups. Consider a (Z=(2))-module K, and a subset J�K; let the smallest sub-group of K containing J be denoted as CompK(J). We would be interested in the quotient groupK=CompK(J); let us denote this byK=(J). This is the group consisting of the cosets a+CompK(J),for all a 2 K; the identity, which we would denote as 0K=(J) is obviously the sub-group CompK(J)itself, and addition is given as(a+ CompK(J)) + (b+ CompK(J)) = (a+ b) + CompK(J)We shall denote the coset containing the element a, as L aM � a + CompK(J). Given a MELLformula A, where the set of propositional atoms occurring in A|denoted as jAj, is a subset of K,we would use overload the symbol LAM to signify the coset L �(]A)M in K=(J) (for some J�K).12



4.1 StaticsFor any MELL formula A, we would denote by ](A), the formula obtained by erasing all exponentialmodalities from the formula. We de�ne a function � on MELL formulas, which we shall call themultiplicity. We have, �(a) = 1�(A
B) = �(A)� �(B)�(AOB) = �(A) + �(B)�(?A) = �(!A) = �(A)where a is either a literal, or a constant.The basic features of the interpretation remain the same as before. The interpreting objects are'-classes of equivariant graded co-chains (m) of �nite dimension, on some simplicial set �n, andwith respect to a speci�ed CCS C. As before, the interpretation would be developed on the basis ofa certain property|Property E say, which would itself be inductively established along the processof the interpretation. In the context of an interpreting object [(m)] as stated above, Property Emay be stated as follows.De�nition 4.1.1 (Property E) Let K be the set of occurrence-identi�ed propositional atoms ap-pearing in the interpreted proof �; then, for all de�ned non-degenerate faces x, we would haveC([x]m) = K=(J) for some subset J �K (in particular, J might be the trivial sub-group 0|inwhich case K=(J) �= K); additionally, for every formula A appearing in the conclusion of the �,we would have either of the following possibilities.([x]m) = (LAM+ LA?M if A is atomicLAM otherwisefor some non-degenerate principal face x 2 �n.Note that in particular, LAM or LA?M might be the identity element 0 in the corresponding quotientgroup. As earlier, the second alternative in Property E is essentially to deal with the Axiom Rule,and various exponential operations in this context.In analogy to our practice in the multiplicative case, we shall use the symbol JAK to denote theset of (non-degenerate principal) faces x which satisfy either of the de�ning conditions of PropertyE above.Procedure 4.1.1 The various clauses of the interpretation are described below.Axiom The interpretation of the Axiom Rule remains exactly the same as in Procedure 3.1.1.Note the ful�llment of the second alternative in Property E.Dereliction We have to interpret a proof � the last rule of which is the Dereliction rule.` �; A` �; ?ALet us assume that the interpretation of the proof up to the sequent ` �; A is the co-chain [(m)](with the underlying CCS C), with respect to the simplicial set �n. Consider any x 2 JAK;13



suppose C([x]m) = K=(J). We modify  by setting C([x]m+1) and ([x]m+1) according to thefollowing conditions:C([x]m+1) = K=(f]Ag) ([x]m+1) = LA?M if � = fA?g, with A atomicC([x]m+1) = K=(f]A; ]A?g) ([x]m+1) = 0 if � = f?A?g, with A atomicC([x]m+1) = K=(f]Ag) ([x]m+1) = LAM = 0 otherwisefor every x 2 JAK; everything else remains unchanged. The interpretation is the class [(m+1)].Note again the ful�llment of Property E.Weakening We have to interpret a proof � the last rule of which is the Weakening rule.` �` �; ?ALet �(A) = m. Let us assume that the proof up to the sequent ` � is interpreted as theco-chain [(p)] on �n (w.r.t the CCS C). Consider the co-chain � (w.r.t. the CCS D) onthe simplicial set �n+m = �n 
 �m as follows. Let zk be the 1-face of �n+m given byzk : [1]! [n + 1] : 0 7! 0 ; 1 7! n + k. By Property E, any of the values C([y]p) fornon-degenerate de�ned face y 2 �n, must be of the form M=(J), for some module M ; letC = j?Aj, and K =M [C. Let q = max(p; n+m). For all non-degenerate faces x 2 �n+m,such 9y 2 �n: {n;n+m : y 7! x, we setD([x]r) = C([y]r) �([x]r) = ([y]r) for 0 � r < pD([x]r) = K=(J) �([x]r) = ([y]r) for p � r � qfor any zk we setD([zk]r) = K=(f]Ag) �([z]r) = 0 for p � r � q. (4.1)Then our interpreting class is [�(q)], whereContraction We have to interpret a proof � the last rule of which is the Contraction rule.` �; ?A; ?A` �; ?ALet us assume the following harmless condition on the assignment of occurrence identi�ersin this context, which simpli�es the representation to some extent: namely, we shall assumethat the occurrence of the ?A at the consequence of the proof is assigned the same occurrenceidenti�er as is assigned to either of the occurrences of ?A in the antecedent of the rule. Letus assume that the interpretation of the proof up to the sequent ` �; ?A; ?A is the the co-chain [(m)] (with the underlying CCS C), with respect to the simplicial set �n. Let the �rstoccurrence of ?A be denoted as ?A(1) and the second as ?A(2). As mentioned earlier, we have,by Property E, that any of the values C([y]m) for non-degenerate de�ned face y 2 �n, mustbe of the form K=(J), for some module K. We modify  at its (m + 1)-th stage as follows.We set C([x]m+1) = K=(f�(]A(1)); �(]A(2))g) ([x]m+1) = 0for all x 2 JA(1)K[ JA(2)K. Everything else in  is remains the same. The interpretation of �is the class [(m+1)]. 14



Promotion We have to interpret a proof � the last rule of which is the \Of Course" rule.`?�; A`?�; !ALet us assume that the interpretation of the proof up to the conclusion `?�; A is the co-chain[(m)] (with the underlying CCS C), with respect to the simplicial set �n. Again as earlier,we have by Property E, that any of the values C([y]m) for non-degenerate de�ned face y 2 �n,must be of the form K=(J), for some module K. Let us de�ne the subset � of K as follows.� = f�(]C) j C 2?�g [ f�(]A)gWe modify  at its (m+ 1)-th stage as follows. We setC([x]m+1) = K=(�) ([x]m+1) = 0for all x 2 JAK. The interpretation of � is the class [(m+1)].Tensor The interpretation described in Procedure 3.1.1 with only the following few changes. Werefer to the numbered equations in the rules for Tensor interpretation in the same procedure.Using the same symbols as in the earlier context, consider Equation 3.4: let the value ofC([y]p) = L=(J) for some L and J (using Property E). Then we modify Equation 3.4 to readC([x]s) = K=(J) �([x]s) = A([y]p)Similarly for Equation 3.5; let the value of C([y]q) =M=(I) for some M and I (using PropertyE). Then we modify Equation 3.5 to readC([x]s) = K=(I) �([x]s) = B([y]q)We also modify Equation 3.6 as follows. Again, let the value of C([y]p) = L=(J) for some Land J .C([x]s) = K=(J � f�(]A)g) �([x]s) = LA?M if A([y]p) = LAM+ LA?MC([x]s) = K �([x]s) = 0 otherwiseWe modify Equation 3.7 analogously; let the value of C([y]q) =M=(I) for some M and I:C([x]s) = K=(I � f�(]B)g) �([x]s) = LB?M if B([y]q) = LBM+ LB?MC([x]s) = K �([x]s) = 0 otherwiseFinally, we make the following small modi�cation in Equation 3.8.C([x]s) = K �([x]s) = �(](A
B))Par Here again, we introduce a small modi�cation to the earlier interpretation, in order to takeinto account the use of the ](�) operator in co-chain values. By Property E, let us assume thatD([x]p) = K=(J); then Equation 3.9 in the earlier context is now modi�ed to readD([x]p+1) = K �([x]p+1) = [(�(]A) + �(]B)) if x 2 (JAK [ JBK)Cut Exactly the same modi�cations are made, in Equations 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, as in thecorresponding equations in the case of the Tensor rule above. Of course, no correspondingchange to Equation 3.14 is necessary.Constants The rule for the introduction of 1 remains exactly the same. In the procedure for ?, wesignify by K the module of which every value C([y]p) is a quotient (by Property E as usual).This completes the description of the interpretation of proofs in the MELL fragment.15



4.2 DynamicsThe representation of cut-elimination in this fragment is really the heart of the Geometry ofInteraction|since it is here that non-local syntactic e�ects are the most evident. Our repre-sentation requires certain operations on faces of the interpreting simplexes (and co-chain values atthese faces); these are described in the sequel. We have the following de�nition of what are knownas (exponential) boxes in the LL literature.Given any (Z=2)-module H � K for some set K, we would call K the sub-basis of H, anddenote it by H. By a small abuse of notation, given any module of the form H � K=(J), we woulduse the same term \sub-basis", and symbol H, for K. For such H above, we would denote thesubset J as (H)_.De�nition 4.2.1 Given a co-chain (m) (w.r.t. a CCS C) on a simplicial set �n, interpretinga proof �, and a principal and non-degenerate face x, a box at p (p � m) is the least principal(non-degenerate) face R� [n] (we are representing a principal face by its image) satisfyingx�R and 8y:(C([y]p) = C([x]p)) y�R)([x]p) = 0(C([x]p))_ �[f(C([y]p))_ j y is de�ned at pgwhere p is the least number satisfying these conditions. A face y�R is said to be an auxiliary doorif y is de�ned at stage p and ; 6= (C([y]p))_ � (C([x]p))_. The face x is known as the principal doorof the box R.Hence a box is the least face that includes all sub-faces involved in its global history up to a certainstage.The next notion is an operation on proof representations, designed to capture the e�ect ofeliminating a Weakening cut. We operate on a simplicial set �n, and the operation is parameterizedby two variables|�rst, a (�nite) sequence of principal, non-degenerate faces of �n (represented bytheir images, as subsets of [n]), and second, a single face C; we shall call them Weaken, and Cutrespectively. Symbolizing these parameters by W � fW1; : : : ;Wkg and C respectively, letl = k + j[n]� ( k[i=1Wi [ C)j (4.2)consider the partial map f : j�njN*j�ljN given byf(x) = 8><>:f0; ig [ (x�Wi) if Wi�x and 8j 6= i: x \Wj = ;x if x \ (Ski=1Wi [ C) = ;unde�ned otherwise. (4.3)Note that this map is one-one.On the basis of f as de�ned above, we may obtain a mapping �f : C1(�n; C)!C1(�l;D).Thus given a (m) (w.r.t. a CCS C) on �n, we have, for all principal, non-degenerate faces x 2 �l,with f(y) = x for some principal non-degenerate face y 2 �nD([x]p) = C([y]p)�f()([x]p) = ([y]p)for all p � 0; all other faces in �l are unde�ned.16



While the operation above was devised to handle the e�ect of eliminating a weakening-cut,the next is intended for handling a contraction cut. We operate on a simplicial set �n, and theoperation is parameterized by a non-degenerate principal face R, represented as a subset R�[n].Let us assume that R is enumerated as an increasing sequence, i.e. R = fr0 < r1 < � � � < rkg,where (obviously) r0 = 0. Consider the map f : [n+ k]! [n] de�ned byf(i) = (i if i � nrn�i if n < i � n+ k.We may obtain a map �f : j�n+kjN!j�njN, on the basis of f , as follows. First, given any injectivemap g : [h]! [n+k] (h � n+k), which may not be increasing on its whole domain, we shall denoteby ĝ, the unique increasing map which has the same image as g (such an unique map always exists).Now for any face x given by an increasing map x : [h]! [n+ k] (h � n+ k), we have�f(x) = [f � x (4.4)Pairs of faces x; y identi�ed by the map �f (there may be a maximum of only two) would be said tobe related on the basis of a relation R=. As before, �f gives us a map ��f : C1(�n; C)!C1(�n+k;D).Thus given a (m) (w.r.t. a CCS C) on �n, we have, for all non-degenerate faces x 2 �n+k, suchthat �f(x) = y for some non-degenerate face y 2 �nD([x]p) = C([y]p) (4.5)��f()([x]p) = ([y]p) (4.6)for all p � 0.Procedure 4.2.1 For any formula A, we shall denote by jAj, the set of propositional atoms (occur-rences) in A; and by generalization, j�j, for sequents �, and so on. A frequent abuse of notation inthe sequel: identities between co-chain values may be written, even though the underlying module (asassigned by the CCS) may be di�erent; since all modules involved are free, this simply means thatthe relevant co-chain values have the same syntactic expression, even though in di�erent modules;3The various operations involved in the elimination of exponential cuts are as follows.Weakening Cut We would refer to the Figure 1. Let the proof with cut be represented by theco-chain [m] (with underlying CCS C) on the simplicial set �n. Let the exponential boxinvolved in the cut be introduced at stage p < m, and represented by the face R�[n]. Letthe set of auxiliary doors of the box (enumerated in some order) be signi�ed by the set W =fW1; : : : ;Wkg and the set of principal doors by the set P = fP1; : : : ; Plg; let C = R� (SW ).For any x 2 P , let C = C([x]p); let C 0 = C([y]m�1)� j?A?j for any y 2 J?A?K; let C 00 = j?�j.Let G denote the set of faces g 2 �n such that for some set S, and for some stage l > p,C([g]l) = C [ S. Recall the simplicial set �l and the co-chain � = �f() constructed on thebasis of Equations 4.2 and 4.3 above (the relevant operation being parameterized by W and Cof course). We make the following modi�cations to �; for all w s.t. 9w0 2 W:f(w0) = w, weset D([w]r) = 0 �([w]r) = 0 for 0 � r < mD([w]r) = C 0 [ C 00 �([w]r) = 0 for r � m3This notion may be formalized on the basis of universal properties of free constructions, but we shall not do thathere. 17



for all x 2 �l, s.t. 9g 2 G:x = f(g), we setD([x]p+r) = E=(F ) �([x]p+r) = ([x]p+r) for 0 < r < m� pwhere F = (C([x]p+r))_, and E is given byE = ((C([x]p+r)� C) [ (C 0 [ C 00) if C�C([x]p+r)C([x]p+r) otherwise.Contraction Cut We would refer to the Figure 3. Let the proof with cut be represented by theco-chain [m] (with underlying CCS C) on the simplicial set �n. Let the exponential boxinvolved in the cut be introduced at stage p < m, and represented by the face R�[n]. Letthe set of auxiliary doors of the box (enumerated in some order) be signi�ed by the set W =fW1; : : : ;Wkg and the set of principal doors by the set P = fP1; : : : ; Phg. Let x be any faces.t. x 2 J?A(1)K [ J?A(2)K; let C 0 = C([x]m�1); let C = C([y]p), for any y 2 P . Let G denotethe set of faces g such that for some set S, and for some stage l > p, C([g]l) = C [ S.Let us assume a renaming operator � on C (in some meta-theory) which assigns \fresh"occurrence identi�ers to every propositional occurrence in the set C, and is the identity onthe complement of C. By obvious extensions, we have the e�ect of � on C, and on quotientsof the form C=(I). Recall the simplicial set �n+k and the co-chain � = ��f() (with CCS D)described in the Equations 4.4 through 4.6 (the parameter for the operation described beingthe box R). We put R0 = f0g [ fn+ 1; : : : ; n+ kg. We de�ne a new co-chain � (w.r.t. CCSB) on �n+k as follows. For any non-degenerate face x, we haveB([x]r) = D([x]r) �([x]r) = �([x]r) if x�[n]B([x]r) = �(D([y]r)) �([x]r) = �(�([y]r)) if x*[n], x R= y� [n]for 0 � r � p. Denoting the �rst occurrence of ?A as ?A(1) and the second as ?A(2), we setB([x]m�1) = D([x]m�2) �([x]m�1) = �([x]m�2) 8x: x 2 J?A(1)K [ J?A(2)KB([x]m) = 0 �([x]m) = 0 8x: x = y 
 zwith z 2 P and y 2 J?A(2)K; now let B = C 0 [ C [ �(C); we setB([x]m) = B �([x]m) = 0 8x:9w 2 P: x R= wB([x]m) = B �([x]m) = 0 8x: x 2 J?A(2)KB([x]m) = B �([x]m) = 0 8x: x = y 
 zsuch that 9w: 2 P z R= w and y 2 J?A(2)K; we also setB([x]m) = B=(I) �([x]m) = �([x]m) 8x�R:D([x]m) = C=(I)B([x]m) = B=(�(I 0)) �([x]m) = �(�([x]m)) 8x�R0:D([x]m) = C=(I 0)B([x]m) = B=(J) �([x]m) = �([x]m) 8x:D([x]m) = C 0=(J)again, for all x�R and for all z�R0 s.t. z R= x, we putB([z]m+1) = B=(S1 [ S2) �([z]m+1) = 0 where B([x]p) = B=(S1)B([x]m+1) = B=(S1 [ S2) �([x]m+1) = 0 where B([z]p) = B=(S2)18



�nally, for all y s.t. �f(y) = x for some x 2 GB([y]p+r) = E=(F [ �(F )) �([y]p+r) = �([y]p+r) 0 < r < m� pwhere F = (D([y]p+r))_, and E is given byE = (D([y]p+r) [B if C�D([y]p+r)D([y]p+r) otherwise.Note the abuse of notation in the fourth equation of this item: what we really mean hereis that x should be the image under �f , of the relevant faces in �n (i.e. those contained inJ?A(1)K [ J?A(2)K). There are similar abuses after that, and in the sequel.Dereliction Cut We would refer to the Figure 2. Let the proof with cut be represented by theco-chain [m] (with underlying CCS C) on the simplicial set �n. Let the exponential boxinvolved in the cut be introduced at stage p < m, and represented by the face R� [n]. Letthe set of principal doors of box R denoted by the set P = fP1; : : : ; Phg. For any x 2 P , letC = C([x]p); let C 0 = C([y]m�1) for any y 2 J?A?K. Let G denote the set of faces g such thatfor some set S, and for some stage l > p, C([g]l) = C [ S. We modify , to obtain a newco-chain � (w.r.t CCS D) as follows: for all y 2 JA?K we putD([y]m�1) = C([y]m�2) �([y]m�1) = ([y]m�2)let D = C [ C 0; for any x 2 JA?K and any y 2 JAK, we setD([z]m) = D �([z]m) = 0 8z: z = x
 yfor all other faces x�R, s.t. C([x]p�1) = C=(J1) and y s.t. C([y]m�1) = C 0=(J2)D([x]m) = D=(J1) �([x]m) = ([x]m)D([y]m) = D=(J2) �([y]m) = ([y]m)�nally, for all x 2 G, we setD([x]p+r) = E=(F ) �([x]p+r) = ([x]p+r) 0 < r < m� pwhere F = (C([x]p+r))_, and E is given byE = (C([x]p+r) [C 0 if C �C([x]p+r)C([x]p+r) otherwiseCommuting Cut We would refer to the Figure 4. Let the proof with cut be represented by theco-chain [m] (with underlying CCS C) on the simplicial set �n. Let the exponential box withpromoted formula B, be introduced at stage p < m, and represented by the face R1; let thebox with promoted formula A, be introduced at stage q < m, and represented by the face R2.Let the set of principal doors of the box R1 be denoted by the set P1 = fP 11 ; : : : ; P 1hg. Let theset of principal doors of the box R2 be denoted by the set P2 = fP 21 ; : : : ; P 2r g. For any x 2 P1,let C1 = C([x]p); for any x 2 P2 let C2 = C([x]q). Let G1 denote the set of faces g such thatfor some set S1, and for some stage l1 > p, C([g]l1) = C1 [ S1; Let G2 denote the set of facesg such that for some stage l2 > q, C([g]l2) = C2 [ S2. We modify , to obtain a new co-chain� (w.r.t CCS D) as follows: let D = C1 [ C2; we setD([z]m) = D �([z]m) = 0 8z: z = x
 y, x 2 JB?K, y 2 P119



for all other de�ned faces x�R1, s.t. (C([x]p�1))_ = J1 and y�R2 s.t. (C([y]q�1))_ = J2D([x]m) = D=(J1) �([x]m) = ([x]m)D([y]m) = D=(J2) �([y]m) = ([y]m)let J = f�(]X) j X 2?�[?� [ fAgg; for x 2 JAK we setD([x]m+1) = D=(J) �([x]m+1) = 0�nally, for all g1 2 G1 and g2 2 G2 we setD([g1]p+r) = E1=(F1) �([g]p+r) = ([g]p+r) 0 < r < m� pD([g2]q+r) = E2=(F2) �([g]q+r) = ([g]q+r) 0 < r < m� qwhere F1 = (C([g1]p+r))_, and F2 = (C([g2]q+r))_; and E1 and E2 are given byE1 = (C([g1]p+r) [C2 if C1�C([g1]p+r)C([g1]p+r) otherwiseE2 = (C([g2]q+r) [ C1 if C2�C([g2]q+r)gC([g2]q+r) otherwise5 ConclusionsThe framework developed in the previous pages would be applied in the next part of our study tothe generation of extensional domains for the higher-type sequential computation. This applicationdepends on the well-known encoding, via the Curry-Howard isomorphism, of such functional termsas proof nets in the exponential-multiplicative fragment. However, the move to the intuitionisticlevel o�ers considerable simpli�cation in the representation: boxes may now be uniquely identi�edby a certain output type, and tensor structure may simply be represented in the juxtaposition ofboxes. The par structure is used to represent abstraction, and this may simply adjuncted to theoutput type information on the boxes. A potential complication is that both tensor and par usedin such a way need to be non-commutative; but, as we would see, this doesn't complicated theformalism really. The most important simpli�cation is that the global history of the proof, whichwas represented as a graded co-chain in the current work, would not really be required in that formfor the purposes of normalization; the part of that data which is relevant, would be reconstructedpurely on the basis of the co-chain value at the �nal stage.On the critical side, it would be seen that the model developed in this work is really static insome sense: the implementation of the cut is interactional only notionally, and the two componentparticipating in the cut preserve their individual structures without any kind of structural interac-tion or in particular, feedback. This is in contradistinction to the original model of the Geometry ofInteraction developed by J.-Y. Girard and others ([Gir89, DR93, DR95]), mainly in the frameworkof C�-algebras, and subsequent ones by S. Abramsky and others ([AJ94a, AJ94b]), mainly in theframework of two-person Games. The import of this de�ciency is that there is nothing really like anExecution formula, that can represent the normalization process in an analytical form. We wouldsee the e�ect of this in our subsequent study, where interactional processes actually occurring inthe process of normalization would need a separate kind of reconstruction, seemingly unrelated tothe \dynamics" in this part of the study.On the positive side, the process-theoretic aspect of our representation carries independentinterest for insights it o�ers into the process-structure of proof-objects. Questions as the structural20



and other equivalences imported into the study of proofs through this process would surely beof interest for the development of a �ner-grained framework for the semantics of proofs, in theconstructive tradition of proof theory. Finally, recent work by Fiore, Plotkin and Power ([FPP97])has highlighted the role of cuboidal sets in instantiating models of Axiomatic Domain Theory. Theidea of a cuboidal set is a natural generalization of the simplicial set that would occur if, within thecurrent framework, one would wish to accomodate the additives. Though speculative at this stage,it would be reasonable to imagine that the simplicial and cuboidal toposes could play a signi�cantrole in developing intutionistic universes (with general recursion) that has a sequential realizabilitystructure as its basis.References[AJ94a] S. Abramsky and R. Jagadeesan, Games and full completeness for multiplicative linearlogic, Journal of Symbolic Logic 59 (1994), no. 2, 543{574.[AJ94b] S. Abramsky and R. Jagadeesan, New foundations for the geometry of interaction, Infor-mation and Computation 111 (1994), no. 1, 53{119.[Ber78] G. Berry, Stable models of typed �-calculi, Proceedings of 5th. ICALP, LNCS, no. 62,Springer-Verlag, 1978, pp. 72{89.[DR93] V. Danos and L. Regnier, Local and asynchronous beta-reduction (an analysis of Girard'sexecution formula), Proceedings of the Eighth Annual IEEE Conference on Logic in Com-puter Science, IEEE, IEEE Computer Society Press, 1993, pp. 296{306.[DR95] V. Danos and L. Regnier, Proof-nets and the Hilbert space, Advances in Linear Logic (Gi-rard et al, ed.), London Mathematical Society Lecture Notes Series, vol. 222, CambridgeUniversity Press, 1995.[FPP97] M. Fiore, G. Plotkin, and J. Power, Complete cuboidal sets in axionatic domain theory,ftp-able pre-print, 1997.[Gir89] J.-Y. Girard, Geometry of interaction I: interpretation of system F, Proceedings of theLogic Colloquium '88 (Ferro et al, ed.), North-Holland, 1989, pp. 221{260.[GJ92] E. Goubault and T. P. Jensen, Homology of higher-dimensional automata, Proceedings ofCONCUR'92, LNCS, Springer-Verlag, August 1992.[GM96] S. I. Gelfand and Yu. I. Manin, Methods of homological algebra, Springer, Berlin, Heidel-berg, 1996.[Gou93] E. Goubault, Domains of higher-dimensional automata, Proceedings of CONCUR'93,LNCS, Springer-Verlag, August 1993.[KP93] G. Kahn and G. D. Plotkin, Concrete domains, Theoretical Computer Science (1993),(B�ohm Festschrift Special Issue).[Pra91] V. Pratt, Modeling concurrency with geometry, Proceedings of the 18th ACM Symposiumon Principles of Programming Languages, ACM, ACM Press, 1991.[Sco76] D. Scott, Data types as lattices, SIAM Journal of Computing 5 (1976), 522{587.[vG91] R. van Glabbeek, Bisimulation semantics for higher-dimensional automata, Tech. report,Stanford Universtity, 1991. 21



1......` �` �; ?A?
2......` A; ?�` !A; ?�...3...`!A;�0` �;�0 =)

1......` �` �; ?�...3...` �;�0Figure 1: A Weakening Cut

1......` �; A?` �; ?A?
2......` A; ?�` !A; ?�...3...`!A;�0` �;�0 =)

1......` �; A? 2......` A; ?�` �; ?�...3...` �;�0Figure 2: A Dereliction Cut
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` �; 1......?A?; 4......?A?` �; ?A?
2......` A; ?�` !A; ?�...3...`!A;�0` �;�0 =)

2......` A; ?�` !A; ?� (` 1......?A?;�; 4......?A?� 2......` A; ?�` !A; ?�` �; ?�; ?�...Contractions...` �; ?�...3...` �;�0Figure 3: A Contraction Cut
1......` A; ?�; ?B?`!A; ?�; ?B?...2...` �0; ?B?

3......` B; ?�`!B; ?�...4...`!B;�0` �0;�0 =)
1......` A; ?�; ?B? 3......` B; ?�`!B; ?�` A; ?�; ?�`!A; ?�; ?�...2;4...` �0;�0Figure 4: A Commuting Cut
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